
Checklist for revising Year 1 

Homer’s 

Odyssey 

Suggestions for how to revise each area Revision 

completed? 

          OR        

 

Homer, the 

Homeric tradition, 

Homeric Question 

and ancient Greek 

epic poetry 

Watch these interviews/ lectures and make notes on what you learn about the poet, the 
epic genre itself and Homer’s influence/the way others viewed his poetry. 

• ‘The Homeric Tradition’ from scholar Edith Hall at the British Library: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jNKiQiDgNJs  

• ‘The Homeric Question’ by scholar Pelling: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4zMiiq4JhXs  

• ‘The Odyssey-In Our Time’ podcast from Melvyn Bragg and scholars Edith Hall, 
Goldhill and Taplin: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jSqxgB5NTUg  

• ‘Why Homer matters’ a lecture from scholar Cartledge at the Hay Festival: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NhXTEETdkmk  

 

The plot of each 

chapter 

• Read the Odyssey again and make chapter plot summaries/timelines for the context 
chapters: 1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22, 23 

REMEMBER-these are the chapters 10 marks will come from and they will 

be the focus of 20 mark essays 

• Watch each chapter summary+analysis video in this playlist, to help you make 
detailed chapter summaries/timelines: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EV-
a_AtlilM&list=PLz_ZtyOWL9BTT6cHpSFM3HnK9ongAYDBl 

 

Concept of heroism • Read over your notes in your folder to remind yourself about the characteristics of a 
Homeric Hero and Homeric Heroism in general. 

• Watch this useful video on Homeric Heroism: 
‘What makes a Homeric Hero?’: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rXTecz3PN18  

• Watch this useful overview of Greek terms, explaining what motivates a Homeric 
Hero: 
‘What is kudos and aidos in Homeric Literature?’: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OK6kJ7BPxKE  
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• Note down examples of Odysseus’ heroic (as well as unheroic) actions and 
characteristics in every chapter of the Odyssey he appears in (so Books 5-24!) 

(I would suggest creating a poster, or giant spider diagram for this task) 

Portrayal of 

different societies 

• Create a poster, mindmap or chart, listing the different societies encountered 
throughout the Odyssey (Ithaca, Pylos and Sparta are the same type of 
society). 

• On your poster, mindmap or chart, list examples from the relevant chapters 
which demonstrate the following: 

 How Homer describes each society-buildings, location, people, 
household, etc. 

 How each society treats Odysseus (and/or his crew) and if they follow 
Greek customs of xenia. 

 The extent to which each society is civilised or uncivilised by ancient 
Greek standards. 

 

Characterisation of 

minor characters 

• You need to know when each minor character appears throughout the epic. 
• You need to know what these minor characters contribute to the epic-do they 

interact with our main characters?  
• Do they impact the course of events when they appear? 
• Do they emphasise themes through their words and/or actions? 

Minor characters: 
Suitors, Eumaeus, Eurycleia, Phemius, Demodocus, Melanthius, Melantho, Laertes, 
Anticleia, Zeus, Hermes, Polyphemus, Poseidon, Aeolus, Circe, Calypso, Alcinous, 
Arete, Nausicaa, Tiresias, Eurylochus and the crew, Elpenor, Menelaus, Helen, 
Agamemnon, Clytemnestra, Achilles, Ajax, Nestor, Peisistratus. 
 

 

nostos • Watch this reminder: 
‘What is nostos in the Odyssey?’: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sep_fOnez-k 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sep_fOnez-k
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Find examples of Odysseus showing nostos, from Books 5-12 and then in the second 
half, as he works to regain control of his palace. 

Disguise, deception 

and lies 

Create a table with the following headings and it in (I’ve included one example to help 
you get starter): 

 

Character and 
Book 

Disguise Summary Importance 

Athene in Book 6 
 

Nausicaa’s friend Speaks to N. in a 
dream about…. 

Impacts plot in 
Book 6, as N. 
goes to the river 
and… 

 

 

Recognition Watch this interesting discussion on recognitions scenes: 
‘Odysseus, Penelope and recognition scenes’ from the Centre for Hellenic Studies: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SLV6pNfEnXg  

• You need to know when each recognition scenes occurs in the second half of 
the epic 

• You need to know who is involved in each recognition scene and the 
importance of each scene (does it create pathos? Does it reveal something 
about a character or situation, etc?) 

 

Fantasy, reality and 

supernatural 

This is a rather obvious set of themes-fantasy occurs during Books 9-12 and reality 
(from the ancient Greek perspective) is shown throughout the rest of the epic. 
Access this link to read the summary and analysis of the supernatural/fantasy 
chapters and make notes on what makes these parts of the Odyssey so fantastical: 
‘Handbook to the Odyssey from Royal Holloway university’: 
https://intranet.royalholloway.ac.uk/classics/documents/pdf/odyssey-companion-002.pdf 
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Greek Theatre- 

plays 

Suggestions for how to revise each play 

 

 

Revision 

completed? 

          OR         

Sophocles’ 

Oedipus 
• Watch this dramatic recap of the story of Oedipus 

‘The story of Oedipus: the King of Thebes’ : 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eHOXBeOjAeU  

• Watch each video in this playlist which goes through every episode and ode in the 
play. ‘Oedipus Rex-Course Hero’: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6IfTDtuPLeg&list=PLz_ZtyOWL9BQ-7s3s17Kn8Q-
l5_kkPetH  

 

Aristophanes’ Frogs • Watch this reminder from TED-ED, about the poet Aristophanes 
‘Why is Aristophanes called the “Father of Comedy”: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=arQ6U3ev5ic  

• Listen to this free podcast, where scholar Hall discusses ancient Greek Comedy, 
Athenian democracy/politics and types of humour. 

‘Ancient Greece declassified: The comedy of Democracy: 
http://greecepodcast.com/episode12.html  

• Have a look at each slide on this simple (yet informative) Prezi on types of humour 
and examples in Frogs 

‘Humour in Frogs’ https://prezi.com/zctuvlzkungz/humour-in-aristophanes-frogs/  

 

Euripides’ Bacchae • Watch this video explaining some characteristics of Euripidean Tragedy 
‘Edith Hall on Euripidean Tragedy’:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qdLJ9JybBFs  

• Watch each video in this playlist, which goes through each episode and ode in 
Bacchae 

‘The Bacchae of Euripides-Course Hero’: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lOPOw6MWDZM&list=PLz_ZtyOWL9BRP0md2Q4itkDx-
9q0ZAr30  

 

➢ Work through the revision information and tasks I set during our two weeks of revision lessons in June and access the revision 

materials on Google Classroom. 

➢ Read through all the information on the pages below-you need to learn this information and find examples from the plays to illustrate 

this information (DO NOT forget to read through your textbook as well!) 
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